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tered the opinion I have stated and the hope that it might be
right. And on the strength of that hope I drew dotted lines
on my mapping sheets connecting the shells of Shuqqat al
Khalfat with a great river system traversing the desert
from the Aflaj. Wadi Maqran, as the greatest of the western
channels known to me, seemed to be the most appropriate
name to adopt for the whole.
My companions applauded the fancy that had bridged 250
miles of hopeless desert with a river. We collected all we
wanted of the bivalves, and in due course the experts of the
British Museum diagnosed our finds as freshwater1 shells.
Unfortunately they have proved to be of species which have
existed continuously for a long period and still exist. It
has, therefore, not been possible to determine either their
age or the approximate date of the beginnings of desiccation
in Arabia. The flint implements found in association with
the shells, however, have been classed2 as being of Neolithic
and Bronze Age types, but the date of the evolution of such
types in any country can only be deduced with certainty
from their geological associations. The rivers of the great
desert would at any rate seem to have flowed until the very
dawn of history if not within historic times. And if 5000
b.c. be considered as the approximate date of the passing of
the Neolithic culture in Arabia on the analogy of the Libyan
Desert, as suggested by Miss Caton-Thompson, the onset of
desert conditions in the Empty Quarter must have developed
contemporaneously with the early beginnings of serious
civilisation in such countries as Egypt and Mesopotamia.
Such a civilisation might indeed have made a beginning in
these parts only to be stifled by Nature's hostility; and
there was nothing in the nature of the case to preclude the
possibility of discovering ancient ruins in the Rub6 al Khali.
In any case our knowledge at the moment was too limited to
be anything but encouraging. We had actually found
evidences of human activity in ancient times amidst the
apparent relics of a river, and we passed on hoping to add to
1	See Appendix.
2	By Mr, Reginald Smith of the British Museum and Miss G. Caton-
Thompson.

